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Wireless freedom and excitement guaranteed by
Speedlink’s new ‘LUDICIUM’ wireless gaming
keyboard
Weertzen, 23 September 2017: Especially when it comes to gaming, the
following holds true: If you want to achieve your best results, you will
have to work with partners that are both reliable as well as excellent at
what they do. Speedlink’s new gaming keyboard will prove itself as any
champion’s perfect sidekick during rapid firefights, lengthy dungeon
raids and epic real-time strategy matches.
With a reach of up to ten metres, the keyboard’s stable 2.4 GHz radio
technology provides a comfortable range of movement around the PC. The
USB receiver transfers key input within nanoseconds and allows for
instantaneous gaming. By way of the integrated anti-ghosting, it’s possible to
use up to seven of the 114 rubber dome keys both simultaneously and
effectively. Ten multimedia keys provide quick access to various extra
functionalities. Num Lock, Caps Lock and battery status are displayed via
LEDs. For shorter or longer breaks, Ludicium automatically switches into
energy saving mode. It can then be woken up again just as quickly with a
simple keystroke and is immediately ready to join the player in the next battle.
The exchangeable WASD and arrow keys, which come with every keyboard
and can be swapped out easily, provide additional customisability. This makes
the keys more visible from the corner of the eye so that focus can remain on
gameplay. A handy exchange tool for the keys is, of course, provided with the
gaming keyboard. As known from other Speedlink gaming products, the
Ludicium gaming keyboard arrives in a shimmering matt red-black colour
combination. Those already fancying the wireless gaming keyboard and
looking for a fitting gaming mouse to complement it can add the already
released wireless Fortus to their repertoire. With a recommended retail price of
29.99 euro, there should be sufficient funds left for it.
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Technical information:
▪

Wireless gaming keyboard

▪

Full-sized keypad with numerical keypad

▪

3 status LEDs, Num Lock, Caps Lock, battery status

▪

10 rubber multimedia keys

▪

2.4-GHz radio technology for up to 10m reach

▪

Anti-ghosting: use up to 7 keys simultaneously

▪

Compact USB-receiver

▪

Exchangeable WASD and arrows keys

▪

Key swapping tool

▪

Rubber dome keys

▪

Driverless plug and play installation

▪

Adjustable height (via back side)

▪

Includes 1 AA battery

▪

Measurements: 468 × 153 × 27mm (W × D × H)

▪

Weight: 455g (including batteries and receiver)

▪

RRP: 29.99 euro

About Jöllenbeck
Jöllenbeck GmbH is a leading manufacturer of office and entertainment peripherals in Europe. Since its
foundation, Jöllenbeck has been successfully positioning itself in the PC, video game console and
handheld accessories sector. The product portfolio of the company’s Speedlink® brand includes sound
systems, headsets, computer mice, keyboards, gamepads, joysticks as well as additional accessory
products. Speedlink® products impress through their combination of innovative technology with excellent
design and superb functionality. With Speedlink®, Jöllenbeck is represented in over 40 countries around
the globe.
We are always available for inquiries, additional information, interview requests or product samples. In the
event of publication, we would be very grateful for a copy.
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